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Abstract 
The three oimensional stres problem written in the cylindrical co田ordinatesystem is 
solved using the五日iteFourier-Hankel transform method. The boundary conditions are so 
given as to produce anti-symmetrical stress distribution with respect to a diameter. The 
detail discussion is focusecl on the case when a thick ho11ow cylincler is subjectecl by a 
partially clistribut巴clloacl acting in the radial direction with the numerical results目
1. Introduction 
Though the recent progress of the electric digital computer makes it 
possible for us to handle the three dimensional stress problems by means 
of“Finite Element Method" or“Finite Di旺erenceMethod"， etc.， many prob-
lems stil remain untouched in the field of the three dimensional elasticity. 
It is because that the convergency of F. E. M. seems to be uncertain， 
and the capacity of the computer stil is not large enough for the thorough 
treatment of the three dimensional stress state. The analytical solutions so 
far presented， seems to be confined to the case of infinite， semi旬infinite
elastic body and the thick plate. 
In this paper， the nonaxial stress problem of a hollow cylinder is dealt 
with， by means of the Finite Fourier帽Hankeltransform. Speci五cally，the 
paper considers the case when the thich hollow cylinder is subjected by 
bending. 
2. The Fundamental Differential Eguation 
Let σ門 σ。andσz be the normal stresses in the r，θand z directions， 
and 7:，'0， 7:Oz and 7: z，司 bethe corresponding shearing stresses respectivery， the 
equilibrium of forces are expressed by 
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Denoting the components of displacement in the r， ()and z directions 
by u， v and w， the Hook's law is written as follows 
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where μ， A are the Lame's elastic constants. 
3. Finite Fourier-Hankel Transformation 
and Their Inversion Formulas 
a) Fourier Transforms 
If f(x) satisfies Dirichlet's conditions in the interval (0， a)and if its 
五niteFourier transforms in that range are de白ledto be 
8n[f(x)] = ~:f(x) sinケヱdx，
Cn[f(x)] = ~:f(x) ω手 xdx ，
where n = 1， 2，・1
then at any point of (0， a)at which the function f(x) is continuous 
f(x) =与2札If(x)I sinとら，
U- n=l I_ .J U-
f同=! {主ι[f(判]cos~ト→仲寸
b) Hankel Transforms 
If f(x) satis五回 Dirichlet's conditions in the interval (a， b)and if its 
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then at any point of (a， b)at which the function f(x) is continuous 
[6 L'i_¥ __-vJ__， 2 ∞ r L'I _JH'+1(CiX) 
f(判=b2'ヲ 2;.xli寸/(z)fdz十F51Hu十lf(x)1~ττ ， 
∞ rrrJH，ν(乙x)
f(判=FZIHνIf(x)I一夜ーヲ
[6 _C/ ~.\ ~~v ]~~ 2 ∞ r r/ J H，ν1 (Ci x) 
f(x) = b2'=a2' • X，-l ~/(x) x'dx十子 ~1H，-llf(x)1 ~~v-ê~:.~J ， 
where 
Hj(CiX) = Jj(CiX) Y，(Cia)-J，(cia) Yj(CiX)， 
J=ν-1，).1 ν十1，
θ:i = {H，叶 1吋2_(すJ{HV+l叫2
and Ci is a root of transcendental equation 
H，(Cib) = O. 
4. Solution by Means of Finite 
F ourier-Hankel Transf orm 
A method of solution was presented before， wew il 
focus the discussion on the case when the hollow cylinder 
is of antiaxial stresss tate. The hollow cylinder of which 
inner radius， outer radius and depth are denoted by 
b( =al)，α(=向)and c， respectively. Multiplying Eq. (1) by 




and integrating by parts， with the aid of Eqs. (2) and (3)， we have the 
Fourier transformations with respect to θas follows; 
Lo Kb U v dAo = f:[ K2，U， + X. 0' 1，J:ゐ
+ f]K3V呪附x.0'2，]:昨 ( 4 ) 
where 
r G.[u] 1 r Gv[ι] 1 r G，[τz，'] 1 
旬ν口 18. [ v] 1 ， 61， = 1凪[τro]1， 62ν = 18，ν[7'0，] 1， 
LGν[即]J l (工[Tzr]J L Gv[az] J 
(163) 
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Introducing A，rn Bげ 2 as 
[どlzl;JIl:;:li
and substituting then into Eq. (4)， we find that 
jk九州0=¥'"IK:川+X.o;，J:dz十(bf1i削除X， o~ldr (5) 
A" JOI la J"I I 
The 1st and 2nd rows of X;， u:and 0:are replaced by the addition and 
subtraction with the 1st and 2nd rows of I:ιMνand (Jν， respectively. 
Then substituting sin Nz.H，叶 1(';i 1うforX in the 1st row of Eq. (5)， 
sin Nz. H'_l (';i 1うforX in the 2nd row， and cos Nz.H，(';ir) for X in the 
3rd row， we finally have the equations for the Fourier-Hankel transforms 
of A凶引 B，rz and w， as follows ; 
(164) 
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[{(β一3
一ベ(μ附+吋』川)ぽf読: (約但3μ+叫I司柑)~か:μμ十什2与Fμ凶川lN炉吋2づ} (pμ + 川 N ¥H，ν-18，[仇B丸ι引凹川l.11'Z]川l 
一(，μ1+ 川 N (pμ +吋」川N {いμ5詑:い州十刊(ロ2ρ+吋A刊 2づ}J[1珂fνr仰νκ(ι札引:ら叫I[ル刷μM印刈]J 
Sn[A，rz]寸可 b 
r r 1 Sn[B，rz] 
-1' r 1G，Cn[w] 
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改Sn[-rO]JJ，寸
十lベ了 OHI，叶1[A"oz] 1 -2μN 0 1H'-I[B，rz] 1 -pξ乞 1JL H， G， [az] J .J日。 ( 6 ) 
where 
N= !_~π c ' 71=1，2，0 
Solving Eq. (6) simultaneously， the inversion formulas lead to the com剛
pornents of displacement in the following forms: 
1 2 ∞ I 1 リ∞
1( =士エエ'1'01 二::-.l~o.Ð品キミエ ~r:，札 .1九γ 弘
" kコ1ν=0 Lしし η~1
"" 00 ・
十言51{みl'E.よ/co1"'1十みz-Efι.'1'rZ} J ( 7 ) 
where 
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長討い{PI凶附即m'G;昨;k)(門幻川叩)刊(仰Nr)一一__l!_丘丘一一止一t'"-.J， ¥"''} 2(2μ+Aめ).L _L' U ¥..l" I J  
tJ;t == I示{f.1G;k)問一弐訳五MF，(k)(Nr)} f.1~PG;k)(州
μ+A 1 、
-2μ(2μ+ A)N F，(k) (Nr) 。
市γ引 L刊{幻叫J詰宏別;r引)刊(州一品山f付)}乎引(一川
} 古γ!_{い同勾刻叫;21)附一詰 M町附……R貯貯川山k刈明叩)叩叩Nrル州川外.うオ)}片)同日乎引L可斗い(ドいhμ2幻刻幻州山χ民必貯州;立少引川?P引附)刊明(凹Nr)+ι凶古M肌川即F，(貯即(伏川k的)(州刈

















r E.~z.-E.~z. l r 1 r 1 
El，ι=1 叫ん…|ラ 山 =IC，札[σ，.]1ィ svnk = 1玖削T，.O]J 
A，nk = 1札 [A，rz]: I ，B凶，k=1 札 [B，rz]-~I _， D'nk = I c.ν札 [w]I L "L "-'rJ，.o.ak' .，， L "L ""rJr~ 干 I ' . L 'L. 
E，~~ =H，中山)z~o ::tA"，z)ー]， r，i~ =町[σz}~=o土叶，仇
and 
2z (k1/ ¥ (ab)' f( r ¥' (akー1¥'1 f円Z)= 1， JC引Z)士 1-~:， g;k)(r) = 下「つz;-~(←-)-(一一)} o-'-a--l¥ ak-l / ¥ r / J 
)ι H，(乙r) ト 1_ = (p. _ ¥ R;~J(Nr) 
G;k) (Nr) =子手子王宮lf-(-1)αA品川=頁知町
0. ....2lJ 1 1... ¥ 1.1十I
X;~) (Nr) = 7Jて二五(一げ 1 詰~\うけ
2.， N H，+l(~i め R;")1.， (Nr) 子手 N2+~~ 竺京土二L(_ly-l向Hν十1(54GK)2Rfi(恥) ， 
(166) 
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χJf)阿=完与(-1)A1t(云)
2" N H，-1 (f;i r)( 1 ¥k-1 _ TT (p. _ ¥ R~:L(Nr) 子手 N2+ f;~ 一夜7( 訂正 1a"H'+1(仇)=R烈;町'
PG~")(ル')=七九十 χふ
4 '" N2f;i H，ν(f;i r)
F，(k) (Nr) =青写而ヰ萄τ一夜ア(-1)止a"H.叶 1(f;iak)
=一τ 竺 τIR~~J(Nak)j rR~:L(州-a1c-1 R~~J+l (Nd {Rν川(N(り)}2L..L¥.._))，)) ¥..L"iUk}l/.l.'¥.v-l'lI¥..LYI! LLJ l L¥.._U， v ¥.1. "il J 
-R~~J(Nr){akR;:L-1(恥)-a"ー 1R~~J+1叫]， 
4 .--， Nf;~ H叶 1(f;iめ出)(Nr) =7)2手市可子一窃;一一(_1)"-1 ak H'+1 (f;i a，) 
=1頁品云W[R~~J州{rR~~J附-ak-1Rm → 1(Nr)} 
-R出 +1(N:め(ば)1 1仇) 山一1R;~J+1(Nak)}]， 
Nf;~ H，-1(f;ir) 立l(Nr)=b2手R可否7-377-(-1)KGKR+1ほん)
=色τIR;~J (Nak)j rR;~J (Nr)-a止 1R;:L-1(Nr)1{R;~J (Na，)}2 LH ."， ¥-'"-Ll l' -'-"， ¥-'VI '-k.-'-，-1，  ¥J. VI I J 
-RJ2-l(Nf)(41)1 叶1州-ak-1R;~J-1(Nak)}]， 
PFF(Nh;{ω，p + w，s} ， iVIF，(k) (N:市~ {ωνpー ω，s}， 
RW(Nr) = Ii(Nr) Kj(Nalc_1)一(-1)山 Ij(Na正 1)Ki(Nr)，α0=α. 
f1.1 1¥kl 1¥".1 N 1¥'- coshf;i(C-Z)土coshf;iZ Q(k)(い)勺一軒+(一げ(一川RqsmM=-1可否了一，
P(1'l(か)=生I;i 1+ ( -1 Y ( -1 )n( Ti¥竺L-ll.-j-¥-l.r¥ lIf (N2+ f;~y sm 
_ CiZ sinh 乙(C-Z)土ら(C-Z)sinh f;iZ -
cosh f;iC土1
ψ) (か)=河川一1)"(吋市cosNz
+J1+(-1)勺 sinh乙(C-Z)午sinhf;iZ 一-Ci C cosh f;i C土1
r， • 1 ，".1 "J N2ci ψ(kl(f;iZ)= : I;j1+(-1)"(-1)nh'i;-;一一r'¥-'-I¥ -'-IJ(N2+読y
&Z cosh f;i(C-Z)平乙(C-Z) cosh f;iZ =r)(54Z)-
cosh 54C芋1一一一一一一
(167) 
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D凶山 E'ik in Eq. (7) can be determined so as to satisfy， the boundary 
conditions. The stresses wiU be found by substituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. (2) 
and (3). 
5. Numerical Example 
When the thick hollow cylinder， with the supports at the points z=O 
and z=c， issubjected by the load with the variation of cosf}， which locally 
distributes over the central part of the span. The boundary conditions are 
expressed by 
( i )σ.=0， u=v=O， for z口 0，z=c， 
w hich yields r凶 =E~i=E~i=O.
(i) σ戸 7:rO=τzr=O，for rニコ'a，
from which α叫 =s，n2 = O. 




10 c/2-co>z， c/2+co<z， 
from which 
Qo7r nπ 


















Ub; elementary beam theory 
し一 一一-o O. 1 O. 2 0.4 0.8 
a/b 
Fig.4. 
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Fig. 7. 
一一ー threedimensional analysis 
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Fig.6. 
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Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 3 shows how the radial dis-
placement at the middle plane of the 
cylinder varys， and the五gurealso has 
the variation of deflection calculated by 
the elementary beam theory. The var-
iations of the ratio between the outside 
and inside displacements u， for z=c/2 
and (J = 0， and the deflection of beam， 
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
The distributions of σz and σ円 for
z=c/2 and (J=O， are shown in Fig. 6. 
Figs. 7 and 8 show the variation of the 
ratio betweed the outside σ幻 forz=c/2 and (J=O， and the maximum五ber
stress due to the beam theory. 
The distributions of the shearing stress for r=O are shown in Fig. 9. 
The value of !"On for z = 0， (J=π/2 and r=a， isshown in Figs. 10 and 11， 
as the multiple with the maximum shearing stress due to elementary theory. 
We五ndthat the result， for c/2b = 1， quite di旺erfrom that of the ele-
mentary theory. And in the particular case when b/α= 1.25， the results 
also fairy differs from that obtained by the beam theory， except for the 
deflection. It shoud be noted that the shearing stress always takes larger 
values than that of the elementary theory， because of the stres concentration 
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Fig. 11. 
6. Final Remark 
By making use of the finite Fourier同Hankeltransform， the antiaxial 
symmetrical stress state concerning the thick hollow cylinder of finite length 
is expressed by the function involving the boundary values in it， so that we 
can easily handle the boundary conditions. The series of the function has 
good convergency. Hence， we may say that the method quite fit solving 
such the problem as this; we need not use the similtaneous equations by 
large array and not to take a long run of digital computer. The solution 
can widels apply to the other boundary conditions. 
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